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CHAPTER TEN

Devil Possession

Jane Roberts And Seth

The “devil” is none other than Caligastia, the deposed Plan-

etary Prince of Urantia. The Urantia Papers, page 602.

The doctrine of a personal devil on Urantia, though it had some

foundation in the planetary presence of the traitorous and iniq-

uitous Caligastia, was nevertheless wholly fictitious in its teach-

ings that such a “devil” could influence the normal human mind

against its free and natural choosing. The Urantia Papers, Page

753.

The key words are “free and natural choosing.” The Devil cannot enter any

human mind against its will.

Jane Roberts and her husband, Robert Butts, lived in an apartment in Endicott,

New York. They were both free thinkers, espousing current new age trends, en-

gaging in mind explorations through ESP, (extra-sensory perception), and occu-

pying themselves with other trendy intellectual or spiritist activities.

By their own free will they chose to actively explore contact with the Devil.

Little did they know what they were doing.

Jane’s unique abilities as a psychic communicator provided a vehicle for

exceptional insight into the techniques employed by the Devil. In the course of

her voluminous channelings he explained many aspects of his activity. Hardly

anyone recognizes the explicit nature, and value, of the information he offered.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

“My psychic initiation really began one evening in September, 1963, how-

ever, as I sat writing poetry. Suddenly my consciousness left my body, and my

mind was barraged by ideas that were astonishing and new to me at the time. On

return to my body, I discovered that my hands had produced an automatic script,

explaining many of the concepts that I’d been given. The notes were even titled C

The Physical Universe as Idea Construction.
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“Because of that experience, I began doing research into psychic activity,

and planned a book on the project. In line with this, my husband Rob, and I

experimented with a Ouija board late in 1963. After the first few sessions, the

pointer spelled out messages that claimed to come from a personality called

Seth.

“Neither Rob nor I had any psychic background, and when I began to antici-

pate the board’s replies, I took it for granted that they were coming from my

subconscious. Not long after, however, I felt impelled to say the words aloud, and

within a month I was speaking for Seth while in a trance state.

AThe messages seemed to begin where Idea Construction left off, and later

Seth said that my expansion-of-consciousness experience had represented his

first attempt at contact . . .”

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

By September 27, 1971, the date which Jane assigned to this statement,

Seth had produced more than 6,000 typed pages of manuscript from more than

600 psychic transmissions. These usually took place in the well-lighted living room

of the couple, mostly evening sessions. Rob took shorthand notes as Jane spoke

the words of Seth. He later transcribed to typewritten form.

Rob reported on the descriptions of inner experience given him by Jane:

“I knew that subjectively Jane was experiencing the feeling of a ‘cone’

or ‘pyramid’ coming down over the top of her head. Jane often told me

that whereas she feels Seth come to her in a very warm and alive and

friendly manner, she feels her consciousness going out of herself to

meet Seth C ‘up the invisible pyramid like a draft up a flue.’ She doesn’t

know where she goes or how she gets back. Her body seems to be left

behind.”

In the many details of their spiritist explorations, Robert Butts noted the

behavior of Jane while under spirit control. For example, while voicing the thoughts

of Seth she would feel a need to smoke a cigarette. She would arise from her

chair, go into the kitchen to retrieve a cigarette lighter, light the cigarette, return

to her chair, and smoke C all the while continuing the transmission.

Was she unconscious of her body during such actions? Did she move in-

stinctively, not consciously thinking about her actions? Or was she in a

half-conscious state?

We cannot answer the questions precisely. If she was not aware of what was

happening to herself when her consciousness went “like a draft up the flue,”

should she have been immune to physical desires?

On the other hand we can compare her experience with demon possession

in some of the biblical reports. The human victim cried for help, conscious of his

condition.
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In any case, this was Devil possession. Her body movements and features

are illustrated by the photographs published by her and her husband in the many

printings of Seth Speaks.

Rob described her features and body changes during these episodes as an-

gular. They were far more than angular; because of the delusion about the source

of this possession Rob could not see its true condition C as hideous.

If Caligastia can possess one person he can possess another. The deep

question before us is the depth of that possession C can he use the body to

perform his wishes contrary to the conscious choices of his human subject?

As part of his control Caligastia employs another technique. He renames his

human subjects. Jane and Robert were renamed to Ruburt and Joseph. All those

human mortals who have given themselves to him receive new names. The name

changes are important. They help the human mortal to reassign his psychologi-

cal loyalties. As a new spiritual being with a new name he reassigns his loyalties to

that being who gives him the new name.

The name changes will be used for another deadly purpose. When the Devil

brings them into action they will need psychological reasons why it is not the

persons themselves who are performing his deadly work, but rather their true

spiritual selves. If it is their spiritual selves the other selves, the earthly selves, can

continue in their daily routines with some balming of consciousness.

In attempt to describe her inner experience Jane made other remarks.

“I have certain unique experiences during sessions that seem to com-

pensate for my lack of conscious creative involvement. Often I partici-

pate in Seth’s great energy and humor, for example, enjoying a sense

of emotional richness and encountering Seth’s personality on a very

strange level. I feel his mood and vitality clearly, though they are not

directed at me, but to whomever Seth is addressing at the moment. I

feel them as they pass through me.

“As Rob’s notes show, I often have other kinds of experiences, also,

while speaking for Seth. Sometimes, for instance, I see inner visions.

These may illustrate what Seth is saying, so that I am receiving infor-

mation in two ways, or they may be completely separate from the

script. I’ve had several ‘out-of-body’ experiences also during sessions,

when I saw events actually happening some thousands of miles away.”

These remarks show that Jane retained memory of the trance sessions, or

was partially conscious during those possessions. She felt she was participating in

the Devil’s personality expression, with emotional richness, but, as she admits, on

a very strange level.
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Experiences of inner visions have been reported on a wide scale in recent

years by those who engage in spirit communications, or who have received Teach-

ers. If this is a recent phenomenon it would mean an increase in Spirit ability to

more intimately enter human mind. He has now been released and is exercising

his new power.

When the Devil, through Edgar Cayce, prescribed cures for others at geo-

graphical distances he needed a name and address to locate them. Given that

information he could prescribe those cures. Since he is totally aware of all activi-

ties currently transpiring on a planet, or at any past time, it is simple for him to

flash that knowledge through a human mind that comes under his control. This

was the phenomenon Jane Roberts reported when she saw distant contemporary

scenes. His projections may vary, from scenes of the contemporary world, or

from a world which he fabricates. If he invents pictorial scenes through pictures

or visions, how can his subjects distinguish the difference? In either case they are

projections from his mind. Even more, how can they deny the reality of that which

they see? When he leads his cadre on their death marches he can carry them with

any picture of beauty he desires, appropriately formed to their individual needs.

Jane understood that her unique frame of mind, and mental abilities were

crucial to Seth’s production.

“. . . I am aware of the fact that I was necessary to the production of

Seth’s book. He needs my ability with words; even, I think my turn of

mind. Certainly, my writing training aids in the translation of his mate-

rial and helps give it form, no matter how unconsciously this is done.

Certain personality characteristics are important too, I imagine C the

agility with which I can switch the focus of my consciousness, for ex-

ample.”

Vitally important to the Devil’s purpose is the creation of a group of mortals

who would communicate with him. Jane was a willing agent for such recruit-

ment. She taught methods for others to open themselves to Seth, and to permit

him to come in. One technique was class dream time in which they would fall into

a sleep while concentrating on him.

“It’s not unusual that students should dream of Seth, of course, or that

they should dream of me. But certainly Seth has achieved indepen-

dent status in their eyes and has become a vehicle of instruction even

in the dream state. In other words, besides producing the continuing

Seth Material and this book, Seth has entered the minds and con-

sciousness of many people.”

How truly diabolical he is, in recruitment of those who do not have their

hearts centered on God.
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He has never relaxed his efforts to build a cadre of people he can bring

under his control. He continues with increasing intensity.

In Session #511, the beginning of the Seth book, Seth makes remarks

which show his true colors. Little do his followers recognize the significance of

those statements, or how he makes fools of them. The remarks are so literally

true.

“I have donned and discarded more bodies than I care to tell.”

Well, of course.  He has entered the mind of untold millions of human be-

ings.

“I can say this to each of my readers honestly; I am older than you are,

at least in terms of age as you think of it.”

Well, of course. He is being perfectly honest.  He is older than us by many

hundreds of thousands, if not millions of years.

“I have been conscious before your earth was formed. To write this

book C and in most of my communications with Ruburt (Jane) C I

adopt from my own bank of past personalities those characteristics

that seem appropriate.”

He surely does. He has the entire history of the earth on which to draw, and

untold billions of human personalities. In another session he said:

“Your earth was very dear to me.”

I am very sure this is a precise statement, containing remorse. But he is

insane. He has long since lost his mental equilibrium.

Through Jane he told us much about his personal functioning, and the

limitations which bind him.

“Language as you know it is a slow affair: letter by letter strung out to

make a word, and words to make a sentence, the result of a linear

thought pattern. Language, as you know it, is partially and grammati-

cally the end product of your physical time sequences. You can only

focus upon so many things at one time, and your language structure is

not given to the communication of intricate, simultaneous experiences.

I am aware of a different kind of experience, not linear, and can focus

upon and react to an infinite variety of simultaneous events. Ruburt

could not express them, and so they must be leveled out into linear

expression if they are to be communicated. This ability to perceive
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and react to unlimited simultaneous events is a basic characteristic of

each whole self or entity. Therefore, I do not claim it as some feat that

is exclusively my own.”

A recurrent question is how one personality, spirit or otherwise, can enter so

many human minds simultaneously. This is a natural question for human mortals

who think in linear, sequential fashion. We cannot help but think linearly, since we

are sequential beings. We go from moment to moment; our minds go from point

to point. But spirit beings are not bound by such time sequential limitations.

This remark is uniquely interesting; he has ability to gather information si-

multaneously from many sensory sources, such as human mind, and to react to

multiples of human contact points. Caligastia can perceive simultaneous earthly

events, recall all events of all earth history, enter many minds at one time, con-

verse with them, and direct them. Certainly, as a limited being within a limited

space realm he has limits C he is not an infinite being. But for human mortals his

abilities are stupendous, truly beyond our conceptual imagination.

These remarks clearly and distinctly describe his abilities and the gamut of

his functional capacities. In the days of classical spiritualist phenomena such

frank confessions did not occur. Now he has minds who have been educated

technically, who are conversant with higher conceptual levels, and who have

new-age orientations C minds which did not exist commonly prior to World War

II. Furthermore, he no longer has a fear of being found out. The days to his strike

are now too short for any social influence to retard his plans.

He also spoke of his ability to communicate with one human mortal, and

not another, due to their psychological or spiritual limitations. This relates directly

to Jesus’ remarks about those who know him and the Father. The latter are not

susceptible to the entry of the Prince into their minds because of their love for the

Father.

“But even so, no fallen spirit ever did have the power to invade the

minds or to harass the souls of the children of God. Neither Satan nor

Caligastia could ever touch or approach the faith sons of God; faith is

an effective armor against sin and iniquity. It is true: ‘He who is born of

God keeps himself, and the wicked one touches him not.’” The Urantia

Papers, Page 610.

“There is within (Jane’s) personality a rather unique facility that makes

our communications possible. I will try to put this as simply as pos-

sible: there is within his psyche what amounts to a transparent dimen-

sional warp that serves almost like an open window through which

other realities can be perceived, a multidimensional opening that has

to some extent escaped being clouded over by the shade of physical

form. . . . I enter your reality through a psychological warp in your
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space and time. In a manner of speaking, such an open channel serves

much as a pathway between Ruburt’s personality and my own, so that

communication is possible.”

He shows that each mortal is different in their limitations of psychic recep-

tion. Indeed, Jane was an exceptional recipient to his entry and use.

Again, he indicates how he uses various mortal aliases for his nefarious pur-

poses. He frankly admits that he assumes many different personalities; they are

known to us as Lazaris, or Michael, or Ashtar, or innumerable others.

“I may teach the same lesson in many different ways, according to the

abilities and assumptions that are inherent in any given (human) sys-

tem in which I must operate. I use one portion of myself from many

personalities that are available to my identity in these communica-

tions, as in this book. In other systems of reality, this particular Seth

personality that I, the larger Seth identity adopt here, would not be

understood.”

The emphasis is mine.

In a session on March 18, 1970 he again referred to his using multiple hu-

man personalities:

“We are aware of what you would call our past selves, those personali-

ties we have adopted in various other existences.”

He describes in some detail the limitations of his subjects, the processes he

uses in establishing contact, how he reduces barriers for easy entry into their

minds, and the methods he uses to obtain control. These are the techniques he

now employs so extensively around the world to accomplish his deadly purpose.

“. . . before I can begin to work I must set up preliminary psychological

structures and learn to know my pupils before teaching can even be-

gin. I must have a thorough knowledge of the particular system of

reality in which my pupil operates, of his or her system of thought, of

the symbols that are meaningful. The stability of the pupil’s personality

must be correctly gauged by me. The needs of the personality cannot

be ignored but must be taken into consideration. The pupil must be

encouraged but not overly extended while development continues. My

material must be presented in such a way that it makes sense in the

context in which the pupil understands reality, particularly in early stages.

Great care must be utilized, even before serious learning can begin,

that all levels of the personality develop at a more or less constant

pace.”
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Each of these individual statements is incredibly important to our under-

standing of what he is doing.

“I must set up preliminary psychological structures and learn to know

my pupils before teaching can even begin.”

When he first peruses his human subjects he determines the elements which

constitute that individual’s psychological profile. He can then adapt his relation-

ship with them to set up the psychological structure he needs for his purpose.

Note that this is a teaching process. He requires time to accomplish his purpose,

not because of his limitations, but because of the linear time frame of the human

mortal.

“Great care must be utilized, even before serious learning can begin,

that all levels of the personality develop at a more or less constant

pace.”

He must bring them along, cause them to grow, according to his purpose.

They are tender shoots which require careful watering and nurturing. Importantly,

he would not be able to use unstable personalities.

“The pupil must be encouraged but not overly extended while devel-

opment continues.”

He uses those mental and psychological frameworks which are familiar and

attractive to the individual. He will use their social, economic, political, ideational

and religious contexts as suitable. Thus he can get his foot into their mental and

psychological doors, in order that they not thrust him away. He will be warm and

friendly to them.

“Often the material I present will initially be given without any sign of

my presence, seemingly as a startling revelation. For no matter how

carefully I present the material, it is still bound to change past ideas

that are strongly a part of the pupil’s personality. What I say is one

thing, but the pupil of course is thrust into psychological and psychic

behavior and experience that may seem quite alien to him on a con-

scious level.”

Here again he is explicit. He knows that his purpose is alien to our social and

psychological frameworks. Therefore, he must train his subjects to new attitudes

and psychological reference that will permit him to control their behavior. They

must be conditioned to rationales which they will then accept for the projects he

has organized. What better rationale than a great religious cleansing of mankind,
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aimed at a new world order? His absolutely necessity is that the thorns of the

world be removed in order to achieve that new order. And what better vehicle for

such cleansing than those who are dedicated to God C  his definition of God?

“When I contact your reality, therefore, it is as if I were entering one of

your dreams. I can be aware of myself as I dictate this book through

Jane Roberts, and yet also be aware of myself in my own environ-

ment; for I send only a portion of myself here, as you perhaps send out

a portion of your consciousness as you write a letter to a friend, and

yet aware of the room in which you sit. I send out much more than you

do in a letter, for a portion of my consciousness is now within the en-

tranced woman as I dictate, but the analogy is close enough.”

Once again he is explicit in his description of possession; his consciousness

is now within the mind of Jane.

He can teach all the elements of his contact and control, but he cannot hint

at his ultimate purpose. That would ruin his plan.

And eventually, after working with his subjects for sufficient length of time,

and with sufficient psychological justification, he can assume control. He can

take over direct control of their bodies; he can Devil-possess.
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